Magnetic reconnection is an important driver of energetic particles in many astrophysical phenomena. Using kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, we explore the impact of three-dimensional reconnection dynamics on the efficiency of particle acceleration. In two-dimensional systems, Alfvénic outflows expel energetic electrons into flux ropes where they become trapped and disconnected from acceleration regions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is thought to be an important driver of energetic particles in astrophysical plasmas, releasing stored magnetic energy via efficient acceleration of a nonthermal population. Reconnection-associated energetic particle production has been wellobserved in solar flares 1 and magnetospheric storms 2 . Solar flare observations in particular indicate that reconnection-driven acceleration can be very efficient, driving a large nonthermal electron component with a total energy content comparable to that of the energy in the initial magnetic field 3, 4 . This mechanism therefore provides a promising explanation for a variety of astrophysical phenomena characterized by energetic particle production, including stellar flares, gamma-ray bursts 5, 6 , and gamma-ray flares in pulsar wind nebulae 7, 8 .
Electron acceleration by magnetic reconnection has attracted significant interest, e.g. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Two specific processes have received the most attention. The first is acceleration by electric fields parallel to the local magnetic field (E ) 11, [16] [17] [18] . However, the number of electrons that can be accelerated through this mechanism can be limited because during magnetic reconnection non-zero E typically only occur near X-lines and separatrices. Additionally, acceleration by parallel electric fields has a weak energy-scaling 19 (∼ ǫ 1/2 with ǫ the particle energy) and characteristically drives bulk electron heating rather than a non-thermal component.
In the second process 20 , charged particles gain energy as they reflect from the ends of contracting magnetic islands. (An analogous process occurs during the acceleration of cosmic rays by the first-order Fermi mechanism.) In contrast to the localization of E , this can occur wherever there are contracting field lines, including the merging of magnetic islands and in the outflows of single X-line reconnection 14, 15, [20] [21] [22] and in turbulent reconnecting systems where magnetic field lines are stochastic and conventional islands do not exist 19 .
This mechanism is therefore volume-filling and can accelerate a large number of particles.
This mechanism scales strongly with the particle energy (∼ ǫ) and preferentially energizes non-thermal particles 19, 23 .
Several recent studies of two-dimensional reconnection [23] [24] [25] found that the guide field (the magnetic component parallel to the reconnection axis) controls which mechanisms contribute to electron energy gain. In the antiparallel (small guide field) regime Fermi reflection dominates [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , whereas in reconnection where the guide field is much larger than the recon-necting component parallel electric fields drive essentially all of the electron energy gain 23, 28 .
In the latter (strong guide field) regime energetic electron production is weak, indicating that parallel electric fields are ineffective drivers of energetic electrons in reconnection 23 .
Studies of particle acceleration in reconnection have primarily been based on 2D simulations, in which accelerated particles are typically localized near the X-line, along magnetic separatrices and within magnetic islands 11, 26 . There are some observations with small ambient guide fields [29] [30] [31] that support such a picture. A notable exception are Wind observations in which energetic electrons up to 300 keV are seen for more than an hour in an extended region around the reconnection region 2 . These observations correspond to reconnection with a strong guide field.
Two-dimensional simulations impose limitations on the magnetic topology as well as the available spectrum of instabilities. In the presence of an ambient guide field, 3D reconnection can become turbulent as a result of the generation of magnetic islands along separatrices and adjacent surfaces 32, 33 . While test particle trajectories in MHD fields have been used to explore acceleration in such systems 34, 35 , the absence of feedback of energetic particles on the reconnection process in such models limits their applicability to physical systems. Recent 3D studies of kinetic reconnection examined particle acceleration in pair plasmas 26, 36 . However, these studies focused on relativistic regimes where the magnetic energy per particle exceeds the rest mass energy and included no ambient guide field.
In a recent kinetic study of nonrelativistic reconnection, we showed that energetic electron production was greatly enhanced in three-dimensional systems 19 . This occurs because twodimensional magnetic islands trap particles, limiting energy gain, whereas three-dimensional reconnection generates a stochastic field that enables electrons to access volume-filling acceleration regions. The relative enhancement was found to increase with the size of the simulation domain, suggesting that that the impact of three-dimensional dynamics is robust for astrophysical characterized by spatial and temporal scales that are much larger than kinetic scales.
In this article, we extend this study in several key ways. We begin by reviewing the theory of particle acceleration in reconnection (section II) and describing our kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations (section III). We then explore the physics of two and three-dimensional reconnection to highlight the remarkable similarity of many of the bulk properties (section IV). In section V, we review the physics of electron acceleration enhancement in 3D reconnection and demonstrate, by varying the spatial length in the third dimension, that transport and enhanced acceleration are intrinsically linked. We show in section VI that a magnetic guide field plays an important role in facilitating three-dimensional transport, and in section VII introduce an 'injection criterion' that explains why energetic electrons are enhanced but protons are not. We discuss the astrophysical implications of these results in section VIII.
II. PARTICLE ACCELERATION IN THE GUIDING-CENTER LIMIT
In order to examine electron acceleration we assume a guiding-center approximation relevant for a strong guide field 19, 37 . In this limit, the evolution of the kinetic energy ǫ of a single electron can be written as:
where E = E·b is the parallel electric field, µ = m e γ 2 v 2 ⊥ /2B is the magnetic moment, u E = cE×B/B 2 , and κ = b·∇b is the magnetic curvature. The velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field are v and v ⊥ , respectively; γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor, and b is the unit vector in the direction of the local magnetic field.
The first term on the right-hand-side of the equation corresponds to acceleration by parallel electric fields, which are typically localized near the reconnection X-line and along separatrices. The second term corresponds to betatron acceleration associated with µ conservation in a temporally and spatially varying magnetic field. Because reconnection releases a system's magnetic energy, this typically causes electron cooling 24 . The last term corresponds to Fermi reflection of particles from contracting magnetic field lines 15, 20, 21, 24 . Both E and Fermi reflection change the parallel energy of the particles, while betatron acceleration changes the perpendicular energy. The term u E · κ corresponds to local field line contraction: u E · κ = −l/ℓ (where ℓ is the field line length) and is linked to the conservation of the parallel adiabatic invariant v dℓ. The guiding-center approximation given in Eq. (1) is accurate when electrons are well-magnetized. In the weak-guide field regime, other terms such as the polarization drift may be significant (compare Li et al. 27 ). However, the polarization drift gives the change in the electron bulk flow energy which is typically small for a realistic electron-to-ion mass ratio.
III. PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS
We explore particle acceleration in reconnection via simulations using the massively parallel 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) code p3d conditions. This is chosen as the most generic model for large-scale systems such as the solar corona where the density jump between the current layer and upstream plasma is not expected to be important. The magnetic field is given by B x = B x0 tanh(y/w 0 ) and
x , corresponding to an asymptotic guide field B z0 = b g B x0 . We include two current sheets at y = L y /4 and 3L y /4 to produce a periodic system, and choose w 0 = 1.25d e . This initial configuration is not a kinetic equilibrium, which would require a temperature anisotropy 39 , but is in pressure balance. We use at least 50 particles per cell per species.
The initial electron and proton temperatures are equal and isotropic with T 0 = 0.25m i c 2 A , and the initial density n 0 and pressure P are constant so that β x = 8πP/B Table I lists the simulation configurations discussed in this paper. We focus on configura- The PIC formulation results in some numerical heating that can differ between 2D and 3D domains. To simplify comparisons of particle energization, we perform a set of simula- tions with L z ∼ 1.6d i ≪ L x , L y so that the numerical heating is the same as in 3D, yet the reconnection physics remains essentially 2D (see Section V and Fig. 7 ). To reduce computational expense, configurations SM and SL have an artificial proton-to-electron mass ratio
Simulations with m i /m e = 100 (S100) and m i /m e = 1 (S1) are also presented to explore the impact of the separation between electron and proton scales.
IV. OVERVIEW OF RECONNECTION IN 2D AND 3D DOMAINS
Reconnection develops from particle noise via the tearing instability, which generates interacting flux ropes that grow and merge until they reach the system size. These tearing The stochastic 3D dynamics do not substantially impact the magnetic energy release (see Fig. 2a ), as has been noted by Daughton et al. 42 Another diagnostic for the energy release is the field-line contraction u E · κ that drives Fermi acceleration according to Eq. (1).
The spatial average u E · κ , ( calculated over the stochastic reconnection region described below) is shown in Fig. 2b . Although the 2D simulation is relatively bursty, the overall time-evolution is comparable to that in 3D. In both simulations, u E · κ decreases in time as islands grow and the typical radius of curvature R c = |κ| −1 increases. Figure 2c shows the probability distribution function (pdf) of u E · κ inside the stochastic reconnecting region at
The pdf in the 3D system is symmetric for small values of u E ·κ, and is consistent It has been shown previously that the development of pressure anisotropy with P ≫ P ⊥ causes the cores of magnetic islands to approach firehose marginal stability, where the tension driving magnetic reconnection ceases, thereby throttling reconnection 20, 21, 43 . Figure 3a ,c
show that a significant anisotropy P > P ⊥ develops, as is the typical case in 2D (not shown). This suggests that the plasma heating and energization occurs in similar ways in 2D and 3D, and that the turbulent magnetic field generated in 3D does not isotropize the plasma. Phase space plots of temperature anisotropy T /T ⊥ and β = 8πP /B 2 are shown in Fig. 4 for three values of the guide field b g in 2D and 3D, along with marginal stability boundaries for the firehose and mirror instabilities (bottom and top, respectively) in a similar format to that used previously in analyzing solar wind data 44, 45 . For the strong guide field cases (4e,f) there is insufficient free energy in the reconnecting field to drive the system either firehose or mirror unstable. However, for the simulations with b g = 0.2, 0.5 ( Fig. 4a-d ) the phase space brushes up against the stability boundaries. Hence, feedback of heating on reconnection via anisotropy-driven instabilities can occur in 3D systems.
Reconnection primarily drives electron acceleration parallel to the local magnetic field, generating superthermal particles that fill the stochastic reconnecting region 19 . The presence of reconnection-accelerated electrons is therefore a useful proxy for the reconnection region. This is similar to the "electron mixing" described by Daughton et al. (Ref. 42) . Indeed, the volume defined by P e ,nt ≥ 0.04n 0 T e0 (where P e ,nt is the parallel energy density of electrons exceeding ǫ = 0.2m e c 2 ) corresponds well to the reconnecting region as indicated by the electron pressure and current density (see Fig. 3 ). Using this marker for designating the reconnection domain allows us to estimate the reconnected volume V r and can be used to determine a characteristic width in the 3D system: Figure 2d shows that the width of the reconnecting region is comparable to the mean radius of curvature, consistent with R c ≈ κ
In summary, the total magnetic energy conversion, field line contraction (Fermi drive), and reconnection rate provide strong evidence for the remarkable simlarity of bulk properties of the 2D and 3D reconnection.
V. ELECTRON ACCELERATION
In a previous study 19 we found that electron acceleration was enhanced in a 3D reconnecting system. These results are summarized in Fig. 5 . Although there is substantial acceleration in both systems, the fraction of electrons with energy exceeding 0.5m e c 2 is more than an order of magnitude larger than in the 2D simulation (Fig. 5a) . However, as noted in Section IV, the magnetic energy dissipation is comparable in 2D and 3D systems.
This suggests that the increased energetic electron production in the 3D system is due to enhanced acceleration efficiency rather than an increase in the total energy imparted to the plasma. According to equation (1) the acceleration mechanisms have different scalings with the particle energy: the Fermi reflection term is second-order in the parallel velocity, whereas the parallel electric field term is only first-order. The instantaneous average acceler-ation per particle for both E and Fermi reflection in configuration SM, (b g = 1) is shown in Fig. 5b . The bulk thermal electrons (low energies) are primarily accelerated by E , whereas
Fermi reflection is more important at high energies. The energetic electrons are primarily accelerated in the parallel direction so that the momentum distribution f (p ) exceeds f (p ⊥ ) (Fig. 5c) , consistent with acceleration via Fermi reflection and E . To summarize: electron acceleration, primarily driven by field-line contraction, is enhanced in 3D systems. However, this is not due to greater energy release, so must instead be due to enhancement of the acceleration efficiency.
As was discussed in Section IV, the stochastic structure of the magnetic field in 3D systems allows field-line-following particles to wander throughout the chaotic reconnecting region 46 . However, in 2D systems reconnected field lines form closed loops (islands) that trap particles. The impact of topology on transport is reflected in the spatial distribution of the most energetic particles (shown in Fig. 6a,b) . These particles occupy narrow bands well inside the islands in the 2D simulation, but are distributed throughout the reconnecting region in the 3D simulation. The most efficient electron acceleration regions are near the X-lines and at the ends of islands (Fig. 6c,d ). In the 2D system, trapped energetic practicles are unable to access these regions, and the overall acceleration efficiency is suppressed with respect to the 3D system where the energetic particles wander the reconnecting region and undergo continuous acceleration. Figure 6e ,f shows the resulting rate of Fermi energization for electrons with ǫ > 0.5m e c 2 , revealing an order-of-magnitude difference between the two systems.
In order to examine the transition from 2D to 3D reconnection, we performed a set of simulations with different values of L z , from a quasi-2D system with L z = 1.6d i to a simulation with L z = L y = 25.6d i . Figure 7a -c shows the spatial distribution of the energetic electrons (ǫ > 0.5m e c 2 ) for several of these simulations. Surprisingly, there is a sharp transition at L z = 6.4d i : below this threshold, energetic electrons are trapped inside islands, whereas above this threshold the energetic electrons are space-filling. Electron energy spectra exhibit the same transition (Fig. 7d) . Simulations with L z < 6.4d i do not show enhancement with respect to the 2D result, whereas simulations L z ≥ 6.4d i are consistent with the 3D
result. This reinforces the correlation between enhanced transport and acceleration in 3D systems.
VI. THE ROLE OF THE GUIDE FIELD
In a recent study of two-dimensional kinetic reconnection (Dahlin et al., 2016 23 ), we found that the magnetic guide field was a vital parameter that controls the efficiency of electron acceleration. In a system with a guide field much smaller than the reconnecting component, the dominant electron accelerator was a Fermi-type mechanism that preferentially energizes the most energetic particles. In the strong guide field regime, however, the field-line contraction that drives Fermi reflection was negligible. Instead, parallel electric fields (E ) were primarily responsible for driving electron heating. Electron acceleration was suppressed in the systems with a strong guide field. We argued that this was due to the the weaker energy scaling of E acceleration.
To probe the role of the guide field in three-dimensional transport and particle acceleration, we performed several three-dimensional simulations in the configuration SM with 0 ≤ b g ≤ 1.5 and compared these results with a set of quasi-2D simulations (L z = 1.6d i ).
Selected electron energy spectra from these simulations are shown in Figure 8a -c. Figure   8d shows the number of electrons exceeding 30T 0 , revealing that energetic electron production varies strongly with the guide field. The efficiency of the Fermi mechanism that drives energetic electron production weakens with increasing guide field 23 . The quasi-2D spectra (Fig. 8c) are consistent with this result, explaining why the energetic electron production diminishes as b g > 1. The decreasing energetic electron production for b g ≪ 1 must then be due to three-dimensional effects. Indeed, Fig. 8b shows that the relative 3D enhancement (f 3D /f 2D ) increases with b g until it saturates above b g = 1 (there is little difference between
Representative field lines for several of the 3D simulations are shown in Fig. 10 , illustrating the differing field line structures (Fig. 10a shows field lines from a 2D simulation). In This structure inhibits particle escape from islands, similar to the 2D structure shown in enhancement over what is shown in Fig. 8b should not occur.
The convolution of the Fermi acceleration efficiency and the effectiveness of threedimensional transport results in a peak energetic electron production at b g ≈ 0.6. Results
are shown in Fig. 9 (dashed lines indicate an earlier time). These simulations show that the enhancement f 3D /f 2D increases as the spectra extend to higher energies, suggesting that three-dimensional transport will be even more important in physical systems such as the corona where the length scales L ≫ d i . The most efficient guide field, in these simulations b g ≈ 0.6, will likely depend both on the system size and on other plasma parameters such as the plasma beta, which can impact the relative efficiency of Fermi and E -driven acceleration.
VII. AN 'INJECTION CRITERION' FOR ENHANCED ACCELERATION
A limitation of the present simulations is the use of an artificial mass ratio, which reduces the separation between proton and electron scales. To examine how the mass ratio impacts particle acceleration, we performed simulations with m i /m e = 1, 25, 100 (configurations S1, SM, and S100) and b g = 1. Figure 11 shows the relative enhancement of the energy spectra in the three-dimensional simulations (f 3D /f 2D ). For the electron-positron case (m i /m e = 1), there is only a slight enhancement (∼ 2) in the energetic tail for both species. For the electron-proton cases (m i /m e = 25, 100), the energetic electrons are enhanced whereas the energetic ions are suppressed. The enhancement (suppression) of the energetic electrons (ions) is greater for the more realistic mass ratio. This trend, along with the weak enhancement for the electron-positron case, suggesting that the separation of scales between species plays an important role in 3D particle acceleration and that the impact of 3D transport should be robust for the physical mass ratio.
We propose the following explanation: in order for a charged particle to accelerate multiple times, it must propagate upstream against the Alfvénic outflow that ejects plasma β ≪ 1, reconnection heats electrons to an appreciable fraction of the available magnetic energy density 47, 48 : ∆T e ≈ 0.03m e c 2 Ae , corresponding to v th,e /c A ≈ 0.06m i /m e ≈ 10 so that essentially all reconnection-heated electrons will satisfy the criterion, independent of the initial temperature. In contrast, ions are typically sub-Alfénic and would require an injection mechanism (e.g. [49] [50] [51] ) to undergo continuous acceleration. However, the suppression of ion acceleration in 3D systems is surprising. While the relative increase in energy going into energetic electrons may play some role, it is not clear that this should preferentially impact the energetic ions. Further treatment is beyond the scope of this paper.
The injection criterion may require modification in the large guide field limit (B z /B 0 ≫ 1). In this limit, the electrons dominantly stream in the z-direction, so the relevant velocity to compare to the outflow speed is is v x ≈ vB x /B ≈ v/b g so the injection criterion becomes v/c A ≫ b g . In strongly relativistic systems, all velocities approach c, so that the injection criterion cannot be met. This suggests that enhanced 3D acceleration should not occur for relativistic reconnection in either pair 26, 36 or electron-proton plasmas.
VIII. DISCUSSION
Electron acceleration in three-dimensional systems is a complex problem that intrinsically depends on the transport properties of reconnection-generated magnetic fields. The picture that emerges from this set of simulations is that particle acceleration is efficient in a threedimensional system when the energetic population can freely access acceleration sites and thereby achieve continuous energy gain. This requires both topological access to energy release regions and a super-Alfvénic particle velocity in order to explore the open topology at a faster time scale than the system evolves (most easily understood as the ejection of flux from the X-line). While electrons satisfy this condition rather easily, heavy species such as protons would require an injection mechanism in order to be able to propagate upstream against the reconnection outflow.
Efficient transport requires a strong guide field. The field structure in antiparallel reconnection is quasi-laminar, so that energetic particles are still well-trapped in islands.
Propagation upstream against the Alfvén velocity is not possible in strongly relativistic reconnection, where all characteristic velocities approach the speed of light. This is consistent with studies by Guo et al. 26, 52, 53 , that exhibit no substantial difference in energetic particle production between two and three-dimensional simulations in the relativistic regime.
The nonthermal electron spectra in both simulations do not assume a power law form as is frequently observed in nature. The maximum energy gain is limited due to the modest size of the simulations; previous 2D simulations have shown that the total energy gain is greater in larger systems 24 . An additional issue is that these simulations have periodic boundary conditions that prevent particle loss from the system. Solar observations suggest that electrons are confined in regions of energy release in the corona 3 ; possible mechanisms for this confinement include mirroring and double layers 54 . This could suggest that particle loss is not an important concern. On the other hand, it has been suggested that the development of a power law requires a loss mechanism in addition to an energy drive 22 . However, several recent simulations suggest that power-law spectra may still develop in the absence of a loss mechanism 26, 27, 36, 55 . The set of conditions under which power-law spectra form in kinetic reconnection simulations remains an open issue.
The simulations have a number of numerical limitations. These include comparatively small spatial and temporal scales, and an artificial electron-to-proton mass ratio. However, as was discussed in Section VII, the greater characteristic velocity of a realistically 'light' electron facilitates transport in the stochastic topology; the efficiency of Fermi acceleration does not directly dependent on the particle mass. The largest simulations show that threedimensional dynamics are increasingly important at larger scales; in contrast the diminishing frequency of island mergers leads to suppression of further acceleration in two-dimensional systems.
The role of the guide field in magnetic reconnection has broad implications for reconnection- Results from configurations SM, S1, and S100. Three-dimensional enhancement (f 3D /f 2D ) for simulations with different mass ratios m i /m e . For the pair plasma (m i /m e = 1), both species exhibit a small enhancement ∼ 2, whereas for simulations with m i ≫ m e , energetic electrons are enhanced whereas energetic ions are suppressed.
